
TAX-FOCUSED 
INVESTING 
FOR CREDIT UNION LEADERS



Direct Indexing
Direct Indexing is an investment strategy designed to 
track a public index like the S&P 500 by purchasing the 
underlying securities of the index. The ownership of the 
index components allows the investor to achieve income 
tax flexibility and portfolio customization not offered by the 
traditional index mutual fund or ETF. 

Credit union leaders who have collateral assignment split-
dollar plans (CASD) often see a sharp decline in tax rates in 
early retirement and an increase when required minimum 
distributions (RMD) from qualified accounts begin at age 
72. Since it provides tax efficiency at various income levels, 
direct indexing can be an ideal after-tax investment strategy 
for the credit union executive.  

With direct indexing, the components of the index can be 
traded to take advantage of tax opportunities surrounding 
tax-loss and tax-gain harvesting and charitable giving. 
Direct indexing can provide tax benefits to credit union 
leaders in each stage of their life.  Career peaks with higher 
levels of income can benefit from tax-loss harvesting and 
charitable contributions, while those in early retirement 
can benefit from tax-gain harvesting. 

It is estimated that tax-loss 
harvesting alone in a direct 

indexing strategy 
can increase the effective return 
of a portfolio by as much as 1%* 
which, compounded, can produce 

up to 34% higher asset values 
over a 30-year time frame.

34%
HIGHER ASSET VALUES

*Baldridge, Rebecca and Benjamin Curry. “Beat Funds At Their Own Game With Direct Indexing.” Forbes, April 15, 2021.



Listen to the podcast 
episode “What Is Direct 
Indexing and How Can 
It Benefit Credit Union 
Executives?” to learn 
more. 

https://act-advisors.com/
what-is-direct-indexing-and-
how-can-it-benefit-credit-
union-executives

For Credit Union Executives

As illustrated in The 125% Credit 
Union Executive, executives who have 
collateral assignment split-dollar 
(CASD) plans often find themselves in 
low tax brackets in the years following 
retirement due to the tax-free 
nature of the CASD income. This is 
represented in the table below. 

For those with CASDs, this makes 
direct indexing a great option for 

after-tax investing in pre-retirement 
or for investing taxable bonuses or 
457(f) payouts. Direct indexing can be 
dovetailed to a broad range of credit 
union leaders’ life stages, benefiting 
the CU leader during the high-income 
pre-retirement investors (through 
tax-loss harvesting and charitable 
donations), the low-income retirement 
to age 72 years  (through tax-gain 
harvesting), and back to higher 
incomes at age 72.

DIRECT INDEXING IS A POWERFUL 
STRATEGY PARTICULARLY FOR 
CREDIT UNION LEADERS.  
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Benefits

Tax Focused Investing

Socially Responsible  

Concentrated Equity

Tailored to CU Executives 

Charitably Inclined Investors

Diversification Benefits 

Tax-loss harvesting and tax-gains harvesting 
allow an investor to realize gains or losses at 
the individual security level, without having 

to sell entire shares of an index fund. 

Customized to the investor’s preferences—
for instance, fossil fuel companies replaced 

with clean renewable energy companies. 

An index portfolio built around a 
concentrated equity position allows the 

investor to retain the position and achieve a 
portfolio that behaves like an index. 

Credit Union leaders are in a position to 
benefit more from direct indexing than many 
others because of the scale of the difference 

in their tax rates over time. 

Donating appreciated individual securities in 
the index allows the investor to receive a tax 

deduction for the full value of the security 
and an increased basis when its repurchased. 

Direct indexing provides broad 
diversification with tax and customization 

benefits that come from owning the 
individual components of an index.
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About ACT Advisors 

When you advance to the executive suite, your finances reach another level, too. That’s when 
strategic financial guidance can be a helpful solution. We design strategic financial plans that 

optimize the specialized retirement plans of the credit union executive suite. As experts in credit 
union retirement strategies, we can help.

ACT-Advisors.com


